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ALAN SAGAR’S SPEECH FOR THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY
Clearance Divers Sept 27, 2014
I am happy and proud to be present for this milestone. It was clearance diving that brought me from RN to
Canada in 1955. Margaret has been pestering me with questions about how it was I came here and I honestly
cannot remember. I think I was simply ordered here for a three year contract to meet the RCN’s request for
instructors in clearance diving and use of new diving apparatus. I had qualified at HMS Vernon in Portsmouth.
There I met some of the Canadians. I remember them telling me great stories of the fantastic salmon fishing. I
crossed the Atlantic by ship arriving in Quebec city. When the immigration officer asked me what I was going
to be doing in Canada, he welcomed me warmly and got quite annoyed when I said I didn’t know if I would be
staying permanently! He indicated lots of people would jump at the chance to settle in Canada! After 59 years
I’m still here! I am glad to have made Canada my home for all this time.
A few people I remember (Impossible to name everyone)
CO Ross Dickinson- took a team to northern Newfoundland to repair a transatlantic cable. He always had his
dog with him in his car. Always smoking his pipe. A good friend of mine
CPO Melanson – he fished me out of the oggin when I had fallen in! sadly he died too young
CPO Wigmore (Wiggie) – he was a backbone of FDUA
Lt Fred Cox- (Freddie) – PT instructor; could swim underwater longer than anyone. After he retired he made
Cornish pasties and sold them at the Brewery market
Al Blanchard - CO’s dog’s body: Yell Blanchard; his pet dog
Bud Nuquist on exchange fr om USN
A few missions:
US force’s plane went down in a lake near Gander in the winter - successful recovery of the bodies- quite
a challenge. Hundreds of yards of thin wires inside the plane made it so dangerous-could get caught up in it.
We had to send for a surgeon Lt to amputate an arm in order to move the bodies.
Recovery of bodies of fishermen who had gone down with their ship- an all too common occurrence. One
diver recovered over 40 fishermen’s bodies during his career.
The Arrow – the oil tanker that went down off the coast of Cape Breton. Had to get the oil out. Divers were
covered in oil. It was Bud Nuquist’s team who did that job. I was given this broken arrow by one of the company involved after that mission. (handed over to Tony Dubois afterwards for the “museum”)
Song: “Swimming underwater with the Lord Mayor’s daughter on a sunny summer Sunday afternoon… some
folks get nervous when you drag’em beneath the surface………..”
It was a good time, some great memories.
The traditions of courageous service continue! In more recent years you have had far more dangerous missions. Thank you to you active and more recently retired divers.
I retired in 1970 having reached the ripe age of 45 and not wanting to move my family for a desk job in Ottawa. Now, while I didn’t mind being paraded through the streets of Dartmouth in a bath tub and being sunk in
the harbour when a diver pulled the plug, I still have one beef about that! You ruined my ceremonial sword!
About time you replaced it!
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Newest Halifax ferry to be named Craig Blake in honour of fallen
sailor in Afghanistan

The city’s newest ferry will also bear the name of a local man killed in the line of duty overseas.
On Tuesday, the city announced Craig Blake was chosen as the name for the new ferry after 11,000
votes were cast in a contest over a two-week period in January.
Petty Officer Second Class Craig Blake was the first Canadian sailor to be killed in the line of duty
in Afghanistan, according to a release. He belonged to an elite navy group that specializes in neutralizing bombs based at the Fleet Diving Unit Atlantic in Halifax.
Over 500 names were submitted last fall during the first phase of the contest, which was then narrowed down to six finalists by a selection committee.
Halifax Transit will soon submit the vessel name, Craig Blake, to Transport Canada for approval as
the name of the newest ferry, set to go into service this summer.
The new boat replaces an existing ferry, and HRM said a celebration is planned closer to the ferry’s
start date.
This naming contest comes after one launched in 2013 that resulted in the first ferry added to the
fleet in over 20 years being named Christopher Stannix, after the Cole Harbour resident and soldier
who was killed in Afghanistan in 2007.
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GASPE EOD – WW II GERMAN TORPEDO
Ken Whitney wrote that it was around 2 pm that the phone call rang in my office, EOD 1, with a
distinct French accented voice, inquiring if this was the bomb and explosive section, and I replied “Yes this is
the Explosive Ordnance Division, one for water and land located devices”. The caller then
proceeded to describe an object that their fishing trawler had picked up in the St. Lawrence river of Gaspe. “It
is about 6 feet long, a foot thick, with a propeller on the front, with some spines also sticking out of the front.”
He then stated that his crewmembers had been twirling the propellers which moved quite freely. I responded
to stop his crew from spinning the propeller, and to set it aside, if he could
isolate the object. I then inquired where he was located, thinking that it could be around Yarmouth, due to the
French accent. The caller responded that he was located at Riviere-au-Renard in Gaspe,
Quebec.

Map above of the location of Riviere-du-Renard

A few phone calls later received and sent, I was informed that a helicopter was being sent to HMCS SHEARWATER to pick up our EOD team and to be at the Squadron office with our equipment as required. PO Gilles
Lariviere and I were to be the two flying on the Helicopter to the Gaspe, to identify and do a render safe procedure, depending on the identity of the object. This was to commence on the following morning.

Photo of the helicopter that was dispatched to carry our EOD team to the Gaspe.

As soon as the helicopter arrived, our equipment and ourselves were loaded on board, and off we flew.
When we were on board, the pilot informed me that they would be stopping at RCAF STATION SUMMERSIDE, PEI to fuel up, and then straight to Fox River, Gaspe. Also, that we would be flying from Summerside
along the coast of New Brunswick to reach our destination. It was a few hours later after leaving PEI, that the
pilot informed us that we would be landing shortly, near the jetty, so we could have a look at the suspected
ordnance.
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GASPE EOD – WW II GERMAN TORPEDO CONTINUED

When we arrived we were met by a goodly number of officials; the Quebec Provincial Police, who
assisted us greatly when required in our travels, the wharf foreman and his assistants, and the captain
& crew of the fishing trawler. After our short meeting. Gilles and I walked down the jetty to the vessel that had been pointed out to us and, as we approached the vessel, we spotted the object. I was
completely surprised at what I saw. I exclaimed, “Holly fxyk, we got us a WW II German Torpedo
warhead”! Upon examining it, we noted that the outer casing was of a bronze alloy, meaning that it
had been produced towards the end of WWII, as Germany was running out of steel and had started to
use other metals for producing their bombs and torpedoes. Its weight was approximately 650 lbs
with the casing and explosive filler, and of course, the main recognition factor was the 4 whiskers
that can be observed in the photo below.

Above is an actual photo of the WW II German Torpedo
Whisker War Head, and the hatch area where the trawler crew isolated
the warhead for safety. If the torpedo would have detonated , it would
cause a loss at sea, with only wood splinters of wood on the seas surface.

The next item was to find a disposal area, so I went to the helicopter and told the pilot our
problem he said to hop in and away we went for an aerial look at possible disposal area’s. There was
nothing in the outlying area that could handle that high of an explosive concussion, so the pilot landed. In the meantime, PO Lariviere conversed with the jetty foreman who then supplied Gilles a truck
with a hydraulic power lifter, and a load of sand in the back to place the Torpedo in, so it wouldn’t
roll about. The important thing though, was he also learned that there was a gravel pit approximately
35 kilometer’s away that was not in use, and we could use it for our disposal procedures, etc.
Gilles drove the truck, with the Surete du Quebec and I following close behind, in case of
overeager drivers trying to pass and get between our two vehicles. Trying to stay within EOD guidelines of where we traveled with the truck, we finally reached the turn off to the gravel pit. The road
hadn’t been used except by hunters since they had closed down the gravel pit, and it was in sad
shape. As luck would have it, the rear end of the truck went off the road. Lady luck was on our side
again, as about a quarter of a mile down the road a bulldozer was working, and the Surete went there,
explained the situation and requested that he come up and see if he could help.
Editors footnote: A case history of the sinking can be viewed at this web address:
http://www.twi-global.com/news-events/case-studies/m-v-kurdistan-tanker-141/
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Sinking of Bow Section of MV Kurdistan
The story of FDU(A)’s Divers and the sinking of the bow section of the Tanker MV KURDISTAN began on
March 15, 1979 when the ship departed from Point Tupper, Nova Scotia bound for Sept-Iles, Quebec. She ran
into gale force winds and heavy seas of a fierce Atlantic storm, which caused the bow section to break away
from the remainder of the ship. There was a loss of approximately 7000 tonnes of Bunker C fuel oil, however
there remained 7000 tonnes in the bow section, and 16000 tonnes in the aft section. The aft section was later
towed to a Port in Cape Breton, had a new bow section installed, and was renamed the MV SIMONBURN.
The FDU(A)’s connection was that they received a message to go to the scene and inspect the still floating
bow section, that was being tracked as a navigational hazard and check what they could do to assist in the
removal of this hazard. With the Diving Unit now being at HMCS SHEARWATER, they quickly arranged
for a Sea King Helicopter to take the Dive Team to Sydney, Cape Breton, then out to the still floating bow
section. The Team boarded the Sea King, flew up to Sydney, refuelled, and then sat on the tarmack for 5 to 6
hours, awaiting clearance to take off. This was due to the extremely heavy fog that was completely enveloping the entire airport area. When we finally received clearance for take-off, we flew off over the Atlantic
Ocean to where the derelict bow section was located. After circling it for a quick recon, CLDO Lt. Mark was
let down by the helicopter’s hoist onto the bow section, did a fast inspection for his report and was hoisted
back aboard the Sea King. We then flew back to HMCS SHEARWATER to make his report. This flight back
to Halifax in the Sea King was unremarkable, except that, upon landing, the engines shut down on their own –
it had used up all its fuel getting back home!!
About the third week in March 1979, I was told to report to the CO’s Office, and he questioned me “If you
were going to sink the bow section of the KURDISTAN with explosives, how would you go about it?”
I explained what explosives I would use, where inside the forecastle I would set them, the method of firing
them and other items that would be helpful for the operational task. That very evening, who do I see being
interviewed on local TV, explaining if we had to use explosives, exactly how it would be done! Nothing further was heard about this event at the Unit until Friday, just before the weekend, when our diving Team was
told to gather up all our diving equipment, and embark on HMCS MARGAREE which was to sail on Saturday
to where the derelict bow section was still afloat. We arrived very early on Sunday, April 1, 1979. There
were Naval Engineers aboard MARGAREE who had the construction plans of the KURDISTAN, and who
had lots of advice of what to do to accomplish our task. But the final solution was that the Dive Team would
board the bow section when the ship came on it, on the height of the first wave, and then a couple of scientists
would board it on the second wave, who would then place “pingers” on the bow section as underwater location markers after it sank. It had been decided that the Dive Team would open the hold flood valves, which
were still intact, board the Zodiac boat cruising nearby, then head back to HMCS MARGAREE to observe the
sinking of the bow section. This was accomplished, and we returned to the ship, expecting to sit back in
comfort to watch it sink. It was not to be! The experts had forgotten about the buoyancy of the forecastle.
After about an hour of the bow slowly settling in the water, the bow section was still straight up and down,
with about 20 feet still showing above the surface. The Captain of MARGAREE then ordered one of the
gun’s crew to man their gun and fire a shot into the bow section, in order to vent the air out of the forecastle.
The shot was true, so that within 10 minutes the bow section slipped under the waves, and was reported as
sinking at a rate of about 180 plus feet a minute on its downward plunge to the sea floor. We stowed our
diving equipment, and HMCS MARAGEE arrived back on Monday morning, where out Diving Unit’s truck
took us all back to FDU(A), where the Admiral sent us a message “Bravo Zulu” for a job well done. Our Dive
Team consisted of Lt. Mark, CPO Ken Whitney, LS Larry “Ace” Baillie and LS Daniel “Andy” Anderson.
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Atlantic Military Divers Part of Team
Searching for Old Bombs in Baltic Sea
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DAN ARSENAULT STAFF REPORTER
Published May 17, 2015 - 9:41pm

Leading Seaman Dave Denman and the other members of Fleet Diving Unit Atlantic have been briefed on their upcoming work,
which means Denman is ready to do underwater bomb-searching in the Baltic Sea again Monday.
The 14-member unit will be searching for unexploded mines and other First or Second World War munitions off the Estonian
island of Muhu until May 28. In a phone interview Sunday from Muhu, Denman, 31, said they had just had briefings to prepare for
their work. “Generally, the first dive is pretty simple, to go down (and) identify what you have,” he said of Monday’s plan. The
contacts are objects that have been identified using a sonar-equipped unmanned vehicle. They could be the unexploded — and potentially dangerous — items that are the reason for the project, called Operation Open Spirit.
Divers from Canada, the United States and 12 European countries are taking part in the exercise. Work on this project is done annually in Estonia or one of its two Baltic Sea neighbours, Latvia and Lithuania, which also saw heavy fighting in the last century.
Denman worked on the project and helped remove three active mines last year in Latvia. “It was a huge success. I’ve been in the
clearance-diving trade for coming up to eight years now and it was the first time I legitimately did the mandate of my job of actually
clearing mines, diving on live munitions.”
The sonar images usually resemble mines or other dangerous items that have to be checked out, and if need be, detonated or removed.
Denman said divers go down to the objects, make an initial assessment of what the situation is and then return to the surface to
come up with an action plan. He is trained to do hard-hat diving and wears rebreathing apparatus that enables him to remain on the
bottom longer, with less risk of nitrogen narcosis, or the bends.
“For this trip, we should be staying within 24 metres and shallower (depths).” The visibility was excellent last year, and he’s unsure
what to expect this time around, Denman said. He saw more bombs than fish last year.
“I didn’t see anything at all. It’s where we are. There’s probably not a lot of food for the fish.”
Denman said the unit did not have any close calls last year, and although he expects the same this year, he admits to some nervousness.
“It’s more of a rush than a nervous thing. Based on the amount of training that I’ve received … I’m fully aware of all of the safety precautions.
“I know what not to do.”

Dan Arsenault
E-Mail: darsenault@herald.ca

2015 CNDA REUNION ON THE WEST COAST!!
Once again we will be gathering to meet our long ago diving buddies at the CNDA Reunion in Victoria BC from Friday 11 September 2015 to Sunday 13 September 2015.
The Meet & Greet will be taking place at the FDU(P) Mess commencing at 1900 on Friday. The Directors AGM will
be held at the Langford Legion at 0900 Saturday morning, with a Diving Tender tour of the Harbour in the afternoon,
followed by the Dinner/Dance also at the Langford Legion to commence at 1800. It is intended for the Official Photograph to be taken prior to the Dinner/Dance.
On Sunday there will also be a farewell brunch at the Langford Legion from 1100 AM. This important West Coast
Reunion will have some very honoured guests attending: RCN(ret) Surgeon Captain Derek & Patricia Kidd who is
noted for his research and development of the personal computer which allows a Diver to always know what rate he
should rise to the surface safely without referring to the Decompression Tables – the Pneumatic Analogue Decompression Computer; RCN(ret) Surgeon Commander Ian Buckingham from Victoria; and RCN(ret) LCdr Alan & Margaret Sagar Commanding Officer of the East Coast Diving Unit from the 1950’s and 1960’s and at the Experimental
Diving Unit at DCIEM in Toronto. This is an excellent opportunity to pay our respects to such honoured guests, as
well as to swap yarns and old times while everyone is still mobile!
The next time such a Reunion might be held on the West Coast, could possibly be 9 years away. The next scheduled
reunion is 2018 in Halifax, possibly in Ottawa in 2021, then back to Victoria in 2024 which is a long time before you
might be able to see everyone again! We urge all our buddies to make a concerted effort to get to this Reunion. Just
fill in the Registration Form, send it in with your covering cheque, make your room reservations, and we will see all
of you at the Reunion!!
Chuck Rolfe

We’re on the Web!
www.navydiver.ca
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A new lease on life for the tried
and true “Bomb Suit”
For Your Sweethearts!

Editor’s 10 Foot Stop
Holy crap! It’s the morning of June 15th (the deadline) already and I
haven’t even started the Digest yet…..
Goal for today is to get this thing to print (or should I say into electrons
nowadays) by midnight so I can say I wasn’t late again. So here goes:
Welcome everyone to the final installment of the iconic Dippers Digest before
the big SMASHEX reunion in September! I do hope you enjoyed this
iteration. Time is indeed marching on but please know that we, your reunion
committee, are working feverishly towards the goal of making sure that the
upcoming reunion is both memorable and successful. I want to thank the
reunion committee out here who are busy planning and collating the
registrants and taking care of the registration forms and funds coming in from
those committed to attend. Also we are making arrangements in earnest for the
reunion weekend activities. I am happy to report we have received a steady
number of people saying they plan to attend but pretty soon we will be
needing more than just a piece of correspondence sayin’ yah you’ll come. If
you haven’t done so already, and certainly by mid-summer, if you really do
plan to attend, simply go online to our reunion page of the CNDA web site at:
http://navydiver.ca/Reunion.htm and download the registration form we
generated and send us your payment to attend by applying the free Diver’s
Challenge token I have included above (featured in the middle of the “Just for
Giggles” section).
Two thumbs up from Yellow Diver!
We simply need folks to use the token as soon as possible so we can get a
better headcount of actual numbers of who will be attending for obvious
reasons. As of press time we are sitting pretty comfortably at 23 people
committed (paid) to go which is more than halfway there to meet our min.
goal and well ahead of the curve where we thought we would be by now. I
have no doubt we will easily achieve the numbers we need to make this
reunion a gooder!

